X® WORKS™ brings robustness, durability and on/off-road mobility for tippers, mixers, and construction service

01 Excellent resistance to damage
   - Increased tyre life, reducing overall tyre cost

02 Longer mileage*

03 Grip performance in demanding on/off road surfaces
   - Increased productivity to keep your business moving safely

*X® WORKS™ HD Z  X® WORKS™ HD D  X® WORKS™ XTY 2

* Results driven by tyres of different brands and patterns fitted to vehicle steering axles in Asia markets; best represented in on/off road application.
More tyres available on our website: xxxxxxxxxxxx
TECHNOLOGY

Excellent resistance to damage
- Thick shock-absorbing cushion gum for extra protection against impact shocks

Longer mileage
- Wider protector ply for extra protection and casing durability

Grip performance
- Tread design provides excellent grip and durability against road hazards

POSITIONING MAP

WHEEL POSITION

AVAILABLE SIZES
265/70R19.5 - 275/70R22.5 - 295/80R22.5
315/80R22.5 - 13R22.5